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Content Index Video: In the past eras Anastasiia •Passive Voice, Past Perfect, Past Simple, TV, and Video Worksheet focuses on the passive and active voice used to create a narrative of the past. Tasks based on video listing historical events and major changes in Central Europe 20. 1 11,912 IntAdv
Ilona •Grammar » Verb Tense Worksheets » Past Perfect Exercises Past Perfect I. Write verbs Past Perfect Simple. II. Write verbs Past Perfect Simple. Use a negative form. III. Fill in the questions of Past Perfect Simple. ... 1 10,878 IntAdv Tom Leventhall •Past Perfect, Music, ESL Songs in English to
teach lyrics gap to perform song My Girl by ska band Madness. (See here: The song contains the number lines of the past perfect as well as some inte ... 1 13989 IntAdv Aytac KANDEMIR •Past Continuous, Past Perfect, Past Simple This is a great dialogue worksheet for learners who have difficulty
learning some grammar topics such as previously simple, past constant and past perfect. This worksheet is not suitable for young lea... 7 32,483 ElemPre-IntInt •Grammar » Verb Tense Worksheets » Past Perfect Watch video lesson to help students learn the past with perfect tightness, and then fill out a
worksheet to help them continue to practice using the past's perfect tense. This action can be used i ... 5 24 889 ElemInt •Past Continuous, Past Perfect, Past Simple This is a small poem I came up with as a metaphor for the narrative eras. You can use this poster or fun handout for higher level groups.
You can ask them why every metaphor is used and not ... 3 19,159 IntAdvExam •Past Continuous, Past Perfect, Past Simple This is a worksheet to look at the narrative eras, namely the simple past, the past constant and past perfect. It allows students to practice their listening, reading, pronunciation,
vocabulary and ... 8 27,053 Pre-IntIntAdvExam Nikki •Future Easy, Past Perfect, Now Perfect, Now Simple This is an overview of various eras in English: currently simple, currently continuous, currently perfect, perfect continuous, past constant, past perfect, past perfect, past perf ... 9 38 420 All Afni
Yusuff •Bypass Perfect, Past Simple This powerpoint provides a full explanation and examples of sentence structures. It also gives pictures and differences from the past easy and past perfect so students have ab... 7 15943 All Veronica •Past Perfect, Past Simple, Present Continuous, Verb Verb time is a
means used by English speakers to express time in their language. You may find that many English eras do not have direct translations of your language. It's not a problem. By... 10 22221 Pre-IntInt English via Videos •Past Continuous, Past Perfect, Past Simple, Movie + Video + Cartoons This hilarious
video is to practice using mixed past eras, including the past simple, the past constant, and the last perfect. The video shows Mr. Bean in the hospital. Learners must combine two cents ... 17 66,083 IntAdvExam English review Videos •Past Continuous, Past Perfect, Past Simple, Movie + Video +
Cartoons This fun video action is practiced using a variety of narrative eras, including the last simple, past constant and past perfect. There's a lot of accidents, slip-ups and falls in the video. Learners s ... 13 35,099 ElemPre-IntIntAdvExam Mahboobe Tabasi •Passive Voice, Past Perfect, Present Perfect
This is the worksheet I designed and used to teach different eras in a passive voice. I found my students mistakes in the transformation of verb forms because of the passive structures we s ... 8 21764 Int silvia tarazona •Third Condition, Past Perfect, Past Simple, Movie + Video + Cartoons After watching
a movie about The Danish Girl, students independently work on a worksheet based on that movie. This offers a third conditional and also the latest tensions. In addition, they e ... 2 14,160 All Eduardo Bazani •Past Perfect, Past Simple, ESL Songs teaching English Listen to song and fill in the gaps. You
can use this worksheet to introduce the previously perfect. You can also use it to tap the contractions of the modal verb and the verb you use. Recommended link ... 5 13752 ElemPre-Int ibtisam This is a worksheet to practice the story of the era: the past simple, past perfect and past constant. It's mediumsized. It includes two tasks. The first task contains 5 sentences to be completed ... 7 34,423 Pre-IntInt Roberta Rohen •Past Perfect, Past Perfect Continuous, Past Simple, Present Perfect In-Depth Overview of Past Eras and Narratives, Concept Control and Practice. Here students check their knowledge
of the past era (simple, continuous and perfect), check out the functional ... 17 26,975 IntAdvExam •Passive Voice, Past Perfect, Past Simple, Present Continuous This is a fictitious newspaper article about hit-and-run crime. Students must fill in the text by placing verbs in the correct tightness of an active
or passive voice. Use to control students ... 22 22 523 Pre-IntIntAdvExam •Past Continuous, Past Perfect, Past Simple This presentation is an exercise for students to practice past forms (simple past, past perfect or last constant), they have already learned. The presentation has slides with pictures and is
sent ... 9 14,365 Pre-IntIntAdvExam •Grammar » Verb Tense Worksheets » Past Perfect This is a very simple worksheet for teaching or reviewing the past at the perfect tight pre-intermediate level. There are 2 different activities where students are asked to fill in the gaps in t... 10 36 909 Pre-IntInt •Past
Perfect, Past Simple This is a worksheet to teach or review past differences between the past and the past Tight. There is a simple activity where students are asked to stop being a sentenc ... 13 40,354 Pre-IntInt Siguiente › Cram Up › Grammar › Past... Simple &amp;Creative Writing Prompts Famous
Cities HOME Grammar Vocabulary Reading Contact This previously perfect exercise practices making positive and negative forms tense. Click here to see how to make the past perfect. Go back to the grammar exercises page Click here to download this exercise pdf (with replies) Need more practice?
Get more Perfect English Grammar in our courses. In general, the past perfect used to express something that had happened before anything else in the past. The key to understanding the past perfect is what is used to express something that was completed before anything else took place. Topic + was
+ previously participatory table + objects Examples: Alex had completed the test before Tom asked to see it. They had lived in France for 10 years before they moved home. Topic + was not + previously participatory + objects Examples: He was not eaten by the time he arrived. We didn't buy the car when
he told us the news. (Question word) + was + topic + past participation? Examples: Have you done anything before it arrived? What did he do to upset you so much? Important note! The irregular previous participation of the verbs is different and needs to be investigated. Already/ Before already used in
the past the perfect positive form of something that nothing was completed before the second action occurred. Before used to be perfect in a similar sense as already, but in all forms. Examples: they had already finished the job when he arrived. He couldn't eat lunch until he called. For used to express
over time something had happened before anything else happened in the past. Examples: Susan had worked as deputy director for five years before promotion. They had lived in that house for ten years before he moved in with them. By then, by then, used to express the moment of time until which
something had happened. Examples: By the time he asked me, I had finished everything he asked for. They had eaten by the time he walked into the room. Conjuge the verb in brackets in the past perfectly tense. If you have any questions, use the topic that you're mentioned. They ____ (eat) before he
arrived.____ (you quit) report before he asked for it? Jennifer _____ (buy) the house before the market crash. What _____ (he does) that upset him so much? Our boss _____ (won't make) a decision yet if the management changed his mind. Students _____ (write) a report, but the teacher forced them to
do it again. Mark _____ (want) to go to New York, but his wife changed his mind._____ (they invest) into this stock before the market improved? Alex _____ (do not do) gardening before that Rainy. Their decision _____ (to do - passive voice) before changing the terms. We _____ (eat already), so we
didn't have hungry._____ (Tom choose) the color of his room before he was asked to color it black? Sarah _____ (drive) 300 miles when she arrived in Tacoma.Few people _____ (understand) news when the consequences began to appear. Reporter _____ (not to mention) cameraman getting ready
when the president walked into the room. Bob _____ (purchase) the first generation iPad two weeks before the second generation was introduced. I _____ (print) report before he gave me a updates._____ (Henry coming) home before calling the police? He _____ (not complete) article when the news
changed everything. We have more than 70,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,0000,000,000,0000,0000,000,000,0000,000,000,000,0000,000,0000,000.0 How (much/long)
did you know Peter before he proposed? They were (still/already) eaten by the time he arrived. Cathy had not finished the report (if/by) at the time she asked for it. Phillip had applied for all forms (as soon as/before) he started the application process. How (much/long) wine were they drunk before they
were asked to stop? She had made the decision long (after/before) she asked him to marry him. They had always wanted to visit Amsterdam (so / as) they went! Jackson was unable to read the book (if/as) the teacher asked him to quote it. Susan had (yet/already) printed the report before her boss
wanted it. Did they (yet/already) hear the news or were they surprised? Conjuge the verb in brackets in the past perfectly tense. If you have any questions, use the topic that you're mentioned. They had eaten before he arrived. Did you finish the report before he asked for it? Jennifer bought the house
before the market crashed. What did he do to upset him so much? Our boss hadn't made a decision when the management changed his mind. The students had written this report, but the teacher forced them to do it again. Mark wanted to go to New York, but his wife changed his mind. Did they invest in
that stock before the market improved? Alex didn't do gardening until it started raining. Their decision was taken before the terms and conditions were changed. We'd already eaten, so we weren't hungry. Had Tom chosen the color of his room before he was asked to paint it black? Sarah had been driving
300 miles when she arrived in Tacoma.Few people had realized the news when the consequences began to appear. The reporter didn't tell the cameraman to get ready when the president walked into the room. Bob had bought the first generation iPad two weeks before the second generation was
introduced. I printed the report before he gave me the updates. Did Henry come home before he called the police? He had not finished the article when changed everything. We didn't have any problems. Select the correct time or quantity expression that is used with the perfect tension of the past. How
long did you know Peter before he proposed? They had already eaten by the time he arrived. Cathy hadn't finished the report by the time she asked. Phillip had asked for all forms before he started the application process. How much wine had they been drinking before they were asked to stop? He had

made the decision long before he asked her to marry her. They had always wanted to visit Amsterdam, so they went! Jackson was unable to read the book when the teacher asked him to quote it. Susan had already printed the report before her boss asked for it. Had they heard the news yet, or were they
surprised? Surprised?
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